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Mystics, Visionaries, and Prophets
1998

informative historical introductions and bibliographies augment writings of these twenty seven christian visionaries

The Hebrew Prophets
1999-06-16

the prophets of the ancient world were mystics whose words have transcended the ages in this collection biblical scholars
look at passages from the writings of the period from isaiah s portrayal of the suffering messiah to daniel s dream of the
ancient of days pronouncing judgment on the earth to show their importance for us today

The Hebrew Prophets
2016-09-27

the prophets of the ancient world were mystics whose words have transcended the ages in this collection biblical scholars
look at passages from the writings of the period from isaiah s portrayal of the suffering messiah to daniel s dream of the
ancient of days pronouncing judgment on the earth to show their importance for us today

Prophets Seers and Visionaries
2009

some prophets such as moses abraham jesus and mohammad are revered by millions as patriarchs or founders of major
religions others including nostradamus the spiritualist madame blavatsky and the contemporary doom monger billy meier
have often been characterised as crackpots at best and fraudsters at worst looking at why prophets and their prophecies are
still attracting followers in the twenty first century melanie king offers entertaining readable and richly informative profiles of
50 prophets seers and charlatans of all types and from all periods
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The Seer
2005-01-28

the prophetic movements in church history and in contemporary life are fed by two mighty streams the prophet whose
revelation is primarily verbal and the seer whose revelation is more visionary in nature while the role of the prophet is
familiar less is known about the seer dimension to many people these visionary prophets remain mysterious otherworldly
and even strange knowledge dispels misunderstanding join author jim w goll on an exciting and insightful journey into this
lesser known dimension the visionary world of the seer you will discover the prophetic power of dreams visions and life
under the open heavens how does visionary revelation happen can it be trusted where does it fit into the life of the church
today can any believer become a seer or is this a prophetic dimension reserved for the specially gifted the seer answers
these questions and will move your heart and stir up your hunger for intimacy with god because the seer s goal is to reveal
the man christ jesus

Prophecies
2012-01-01

discover how accurate past visions of the future have turned out to be and explore the continuity of the prophetic tradition
this is a fascinating anthology of amazing and curious stories such as clairvoyant dreams about the sinking of the titanic and
the reichstaag fire in berlin it includes features on ancient shamans and soothsayers egyptian dream analysis greek oracles
and roman auguries the ancient roots of astrology messianic visionaries medieval seers african systems of divination aztec
prophecies of cataclysms the mysteries of pachacamac nostradamus and his centuries and the futurism of h g wells

Prophets Of The New India
1930-01-01

dreamers hope visionaries see vanguards hope see and lead this book is a dreamers tool box packed with what they need to
know about provision for the vision the journey of a vision and the visionarys cup this book will speak to those that are at a
spiritual crossroad and intersection of the vision or on the edge of a cliff called faith living in two realms at the same time
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and pushing through the contractions of a vision in the birth canal the author expounds on the seven types of vanguards
needed in every generation presidents pastors parents pioneers prayer warriors prisoners and prophets this book will reveal
how and why god is deploying his end time vanguards throughout the earth bishop green throws out a holy lifeline to
dreamers and visionaries so that they will not throw away their inspiration perspiration and determination for the future the
word for the church as well as for our nation this hour is go forward with god

Vanguard of Visions and Dreams
2012-12-29

this study of radical prophecy in 17th century england explores the significance of gender for religious visionaries between
1650 and 1700 phyllis mack focuses on the society of friends or quakers the largest radical sectarian group active during the
english civil war and interregnum the meeting records correspondence almanacs autobiographical and religious writings left
by the early quakers enable mack to present a textured portrait of their evolving spirituality parallel sources on men and
women provide a unique opportunity to pose theoretical questions about the meaning of gender such as whether a women s
spirituality can be identified or whether religious women are more or less emotional than men

God's Secretaries
1993

this work is concerned with the influence of biblical and prophetic traditions on the author of the book of revelation and in
particular his use of the prophecies of isaiah first john s own prophetic consciousness and expression is compared with
previous israelite jewish and early christian prophetic conventions this is followed by an evaluation of john s use of the ot in
general including a discussion of methodology for isolating allusions the question of the validity of the terms quotation and
allusion in revelation and the presence of thematic patterns in the author s choice of scripture all this is foundational to the
main portion of the work ch iii where a detailed analysis is undertaken to determine the validity of all proposed allusions to
isaiah in the book of revelation of the 72 suggested allusions treated 40 were judged as certain or virtually certain 24 were
considered as unlikely or doubtful and 8 were appraised as probable or possible those allusions which were accepted
received further evaluation to see how and why they were used by john with special attention given to the tradition history
of the passage used and the possible interpretative techniques employed a variety of exegetical and literary devices were
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uncovered including the use of catchwords inclusio repetition of texts exploitation of hebrew parallelism and the collection of
texts around a central theme furthermore john s use of isaiah is concentrated in basic areas with clusters of isaiah texts
appearing in specific sections of revelation the principal isaian themes with which he is interested are holy war and the day
of the lord oracles against the nations and salvation prophecies relating to the community of faith and the restored and
glorified jerusalem it was concluded that on the whole john s use of isaiah is not random and he does not use the ot texts
merely as a visionary resource for language phrases structural patterns etc but he consciously carries on the prophecies of
his biblical predecessors and invokes their authority the remnants and results of john s interpretation of isaiah presuppose
exegetical activity and application prior to the vision experience and it is likely that at least some of his intended readers
were familiar not only with his theological concerns but also with his methodological approach

Visionary Women
1995-01-05

this volume is the second of two volumes which present the context life and text extracts of 26 women representing 20
centuries of christianity found in diverse cultures vocations and personalities among the women included are perpetua brigid
hildgard heloise julian of norwich teresa of avila jane frances de chantal sojourner truth dorothy day caryl houselander
mother teresa and edwina gately

Visionaries and Seers
1988

satisfy the hunger in your heart an exciting and insightful journey into the visionary world of the seer the prophetic
movements in church history and in contemporary life are fed by two mighty streams the prophet whose revelation is
primarily verbal the seer whose revelation is more visionary while the role of the prophet is familiar less is known about the
seer dimension to many people these visionary prophets remain mysterious other worldly and even strange knowledge
dispels misunderstanding and you will discover the prophetic power of dreams visions and life under the open heavens
questions answered include how does visionary revelation happen can it be trusted where does it fit into your life and today
s church can any believer become a seer is it a prophetic dimension reserved for the spiritually gifted the seer will move
your heart and stir up your hunger for intimacy with god because the seer s goal is to reveal the person of christ jesus to you
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today

Isaiah and Prophetic Traditions in the Book of Revelation
1994-01-01

christianity began with the conviction that the old order was finished the mysterious elusive and charismatic figure of jesus
proclaimed that a new era the kingdom of god was dawning yet despite its success and the conversion of the empire which
had executed its founder the religion he inspired was soon domesticated its counter cultural radicalism tamed as the church
attempted to control both its doctrines and its followers christopher rowland here shows that this was never the whole story
at the margins around the edges sometimes off the religious map the apocalyptic flame of the new testament continued to
burn in 1649 the diggers occupied st george s hill to put the egalitarianism of christ into practice you must break these men
or they will break you oliver cromwell declared of the lunaticks this book argues that such revolutionaries had divined the
true intent of the enigma who threw over the tables of the money changers to summon a new epoch strange iconoclastic
uncomfortable and otherworldly it gives full weight to a remarkable strain of radical religion that simply refuses to die

Women Mystics, Visionaries, Prophets
1995-08

prophetic visions helps to make spiritual and practical sense of your godly visions andreveals how messages from god cover
a wide spectrum of supernatural occurrences ranging from a mere sighting to a grand cinematographic happening from
purely auditory to purely aromatic for many people the ability to recall dreams diminishes with age but with visions the
capacity to receive by visions not only increases with age but actually gets better the scope of visions therefore becomes
limitless visions can involve the totality of the human being body soul and spirit such that a vision can sometimes be
perceived through the natural senses if the vision has penetrated the natural realm this means that depending on the nature
by the visionary occurrence the vision can be seen heard touched or smelled exciting and intriguing chapters include
activating your spiritual eyes diversity of visionary encounters practical keys for you the visionary infirmities of the human
spirit the anointing and the seer operating under an open heaven spiritual activation sample interpretation exercises to
sharpen your skills understanding and managing your revelations also included is an excerpt from dr ibojie s excellent bible
baseddictionary of prophetic symbols to help you distinguish the elements of your god encounter visions prophetic visions
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answers pertinent queries brokering the way forward to the reception understanding and application of visions for the
edification of the body of christ the greatness of each believer is in the story of each of our lives

The Seer Expanded Edition
2012-03-20

this book contains a collection of nineteen essays by marvin a sweeney some previously unpublished that focus on the role
of literary form and intertextuality in the study of prophetic and apocalyptic literature the volume includes five major parts
isaiah jeremiah ezekiel the book of the twelve prophets and apocalyptic literature selected topics include the book of isaiah
as prophetic torah the role of isaiah 65 66 as conclusion of the book of isaiah the interpretation of the masoretic and
septuagint forms of the book of jeremiah jeremiah 2 6 and 30 31 in relation to josiah s reform ezekiel s role as zadokite
priest and visionary prophet the problems of theodicy and holiness in ezekiel 8 11 and 33 39 the interpretation of the
masoretic and septuagint sequences of the book of the twelve and others

Radical Prophet
2017-08-30

illustrated with illuminated hebrew manuscripts from the british library his book provides an extensive collection of writings
from 30 jewishrophets it features prophecy from ancient medieval and modern times fromoses isaiah and miriam to modern
day visionaries such as martin buber leoaeck and abraham joshua heschel rabbi shire introduces the extracts byiscussing
the life and message of each prophet revealing how much judaismas contributed to society

Prophetic Visions
2001

nostradamus the most prolific and accurate of all the prophets is the primary focus of this in depth look at some of the
chillingly accurate prophecies and predictions of catastrophe here he is found alongside mother shipton the brahan seer
pagan prophecy and police prophets there is a special focus on three predictions that all too alarmingly came true the
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sinking of the titanic the 1967 silver bridge collapse in west virginia and the events in new york on 11 september 2002
consulting psychics is neither as far fetched nor as rare as it sounds however reluctant most of us are to admit it and public
interest in prophecy and prophets increases dramatically in times of international tension in the years leading up to the
second world war in the months after the cuban missile crisis following the first manned landing on the moon interest in
prophecy was at an all time high as people look for clues to the future as indeed we are still doing today

Form and Intertextuality in Prophetic and Apocalyptic Literature
2010-04-01

oftentimes we do not recognize the prophetic voices in our world and because we do not recognize them we do not hear
their challenge wisdom and invitation to new life the purpose of this book is to introduce the reader to some important
prophetic voices from the catholic tradition this book contains a brief biography of ten people it presents their inspiring
quotations together with photographs of nature to assist the reader to enter into mediation not only does god reveal god s
self through words but through all creation

The Jewish Prophet
2002

the english women prophets and visionaries whose voices are recovered here all lived between the twelfth and the
seventeenth centuries and claimed through the medium of trances and eucharistic piety to speak for god through prophecy
they were often able to intervene in the religious and political discourse of their times the role of god s secretary gave them
the opportunity to act and speak autonomously and publicly back cover

The Mammoth Book of Prophecies
2003

visionaries the young prophets follows the story of elijah abbot a teenage boy in a small town and how a heavenly
messenger changes his life and the lives of those around him but elijah is not alone thousands of children around the world
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share his experience now elijah with the help of family and friends must find out what the visions mean and where it will lead
them and all mankind

Monks and Prophets
2020-04-10

christianity began with the conviction that the old order was finished the mysterious elusive and charismatic figure of jesus
proclaimed that a new era the kingdom of god was dawning yet despite its success and the conversion of the empire which
had executed its founder the religion he inspired was soon domesticated its counter cultural radicalism tamed as the church
attempted to control both its doctrines and its followers christopher rowland here shows that this was never the whole story
at the margins around the edges sometimes off the religious map the apocalyptic flame of the new testament continued to
burn in 1649 the diggers occupied st george s hill to put the egalitarianism of christ into practice you must break these men
or they will break you oliver cromwell declared of the lunaticks this book argues that such revolutionaries had divined the
true intent of the enigma who threw over the tables of the money changers to summon a new epoch strange iconoclastic
uncomfortable and otherworldly it gives full weight to a remarkable strain of radical religion that simply refuses to die book
jacket

Secretaries of God
1997

the prophetic movements in the church history and in contemporary life are fed by two mighty streams the prophet whose
revelation is primarily verbal and the seer whose revelation is more visionary in nature to many these visionary prophets
remain a mysterious other worldly and even strange discover the prophetic power of dreams visions and life under the open
heavens the seer s goal is to reveal the man christ jesus

Visionaries: the Young Prophets
2010-08-26
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in der reihe beihefte zur zeitschrift für die alttestamentliche wissenschaft bzaw erscheinen arbeiten zu sämtlichen gebieten
der alttestamentlichen wissenschaft im zentrum steht die hebräische bibel ihr vor und nachleben im antiken judentum sowie
ihre vielfache verzweigung in die benachbarten kulturen der altorientalischen und hellenistisch römischen welt die bzaw
akzeptiert manuskriptvorschläge die einen innovativen und signifikanten beitrag zu erforschung des alten testaments und
seiner umwelt leisten sich intensiv mit der bestehenden forschungsliteratur auseinandersetzen stringent aufgebaut und
flüssig geschrieben sind

Radical Prophet
2011-11-15

a unique and significant collection of supernatural and ethnic materials never before arranged in one volume describes
african americans born in the united states who have extrasensory perception psychic abilities and spiritual gifts in a time
frame from the 17th century to the present they share their experiences with astral projection soul travel levitation healing
and more

The Seer
2021-09-07

the mystery of revelation is unfolded by the prophet the lord jesus christ revelation is based on the prophetic themes of the
old testament and the development of those themes in the olivet discourse this commentary integrates the book of
zechariah most of the book of daniel and several chapters from other visionary prophets with the message of revelation the
world is in the throes of the labor pains of the end times bible prophecy alludes to the nations that will be of worldwide
concern during these times england the united states russia israel and several middle east nations persecution of christians
and jews terrorism and satanism are prophesied the scriptures tell of a great middle east war that will occur at the end of
the great tribulation where weapons of mass destruction may be used the relevancy of prophecy to the current world
situation is discussed throughout this commentary during his medical career the author has studied internal medicine
geriatrics and infectious diseases and been credentialed in these fields he has published in scientific journals in the discipline
of infectious diseases his medical fellowships include the american college of physicians the american college of physician
executives and the american college of healthcare executives he has held several administrative positions at an executive
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level he has published in christian periodicals on the subject of medicine and the scriptures and authored a prior book the
twelve generations of the creation with biblical timelines from adam to christ longwood fl xulon press 2007 he is a past dean
of a christian medical school he has served on several boards of churches and christian organizations he has taught group
bible studies for over four decades in order to better understand the bible he has studied hebrew and greek

Ezekiel's Visionary Temple in Babylonian Context
1991

speak forth heaven s secrets since the beginning of time god s desire has been to share heavenly secrets with his friends
these hidden truths are freely given to every believer as they operate in the gift of prophecy the prophetic anointing allows
you to hear god s voice speak forth his words and release his power into the

Company of Prophets
2008

this book seeks to address both the bewilderment and desire for prophetic visionary leadership in the contemporary church
by a discussion of two significant revivals of the 1600s the english nonconformist quakers and the protestant french
huguenots how can prophetic vision be incorporated successfully into the ministry of the church campbell argues that the
mission of the apostle evangelist pastor and teacher is to be prophetically inspired and led in every way by the union of the
word the person of jesus christ and the person of the holy spirit publisher

The Mystery Revealed!
2019-06-18

discover how accurate past visions of the future have turned out to be and explore the continuity of the prophetic tradition
this is a fascinating anthology of amazing and curious stories such as clairvoyant dreams about the sinking of the titanic and
the reichstaag fire in berlin it includes features on ancient shamans and soothsayers egyptian dream analysis greek oracles
and roman auguries the ancient roots of astrology messianic visionaries medieval seers african systems of divination aztec
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prophecies of cataclysms the mysteries of pachacamac nostradamus and his centuries and the futurism of h g wells

Realms of the Prophetic
1991

this book is a unified artistic literary interpretive commentary on the latter prophets nevi im acharonim section of the
hebrew bible it attempts to express the ecstatic poetic narrative and mind altering visions of the hebrew prophets in a
distinctlt jewish midrashic yet unique manner deriving multiple visionary images from multiple translations of the original
hebrew text and then retranslating the derived fused images back into a fresh literary biblical analysis introduction p xix

The Visionary Mode
2015-06-01

this book began as a doctoral thesis page v

The Way of Prophetic Leadership
2011-12-19

the ability to see into the future and to accurately predict events has fascinated and yet frightened man for thousands of
years as far back as 4000 bc the sumerians consulted sages who would pronounce on important matters and advise on
courses of action in this riveting illustrated account the predictions of the most famous sages and seers from the dawn of
civilization are looked at in detail one of the best known of these visionaries was nostradamus and indeed his prophecies in
the form of the original cantos are analyzed in this book discover the prophecies that predicted the french revolution pearl
harbor 9 11 the iraq war nostradamus and other prophets and seers examines the role of astrology alchemy and arcane
knowledge in prophecy it tries to answer that age old question of whether there is such a thing as secret knowledge and
whether it is possible for mere mortals to access it
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Prophecies: 4,000 Years of Prophets, Visionaries and Predictions
2012

visionary states of the spirit are revealed in this volume series the revelation of discerning of spirits you can write to your
angels and see them respond back to you you shall learn about the prophetic realm and the seer realm the ministry of
angels will reveal the celestial world what would you do to change your experience this book will totally revolutionize your
life in the prophetic

The Color of Prophecy
2017

the prophetic has not been done away with but is a vital part of god s ministry in today s world

Inspiration and Authority in the Middle Ages
2022-08-01

since ancient times fascinating individuals have claimed the power to peer into the beyond using everything from crystal
balls trances and messages from god to ancient spirits and the stars

Nostradamus and Other Prophets and Seers
2018-01-14

an inspector alvarez mystery inspector alvarez is just considering whether he can surreptitiously leave work early when a
colleague calls to tell him that an englishman has been found dead in his car in his garage the engine on and the tank empty
alvarez chafing over the prospect of an evening on the job proceeds to the scene but his hopes of a quick and easy case are
dashed for while the man was found in a car full of fumes it appears the cause of death was not carbon monoxide poisoning
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Dreams and Visions Volume 5 Visionary States
2012

with the advent of social media and its inherent ability to make people s words go viral abundant opportunities exist for false
prophecies to flourish in the church people are drawn to these prophets to ease anxiety fulfill wants or know the future but
when these men and women aren t speaking god s words they can lead people astray and turn their eyes from our savior
and lord jesus christ in understanding prophetic ministry author tewodros assefa damtew addresses this danger by
highlighting the benchmarks and characteristics of the true prophets of god and providing practical instructions on how to
deal in love with the false prophets that will arise these days pastor damtew bases his words on biblical truth and rigorous
theological study and his teaching provides transformative insights and guidance to all those interested in learning more
about prophecy and other ministerial gifts in the church with topics ranging from the restoration of the prophetic ministry to
the infiltration of false prophets this is a must read for bible students visionaries church leaders and the laity relevant timely
and straightforward understanding prophetic ministry will be a valuable resource in bible colleges and seminaries church and
personal libraries and small group studies

The Nuts and Bolts of Prophetic Ministry
1999

for many years the gift of prophecy has been doubted even considered a hoax the new prophetic generation enlightens its
readers concerning the original intention of prophecy using the old and new testaments to demonstrate that there is a
prophetic gene and family these revelations will not contest denominational experiences and relevance of one s
congregational life the goal is to simply teach the necessity of prophecy today from a universal and historical perspective a
compilation of intensive research coupled with tedious amounts of prayer and fasting this approach will instill in christian
leaders the knowledge to properly assess prophecy within their ministries while educating the christian prophet on the
importance of accountability and community prepare to be inspired to seek out your prophetic purpose parent and place of
development
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Visions of Nostradamus and Other Prophets
2006

Political Speaking Justified
2023-09-14

Understanding Prophetic Ministry
2014-10-05

The New Prophetic Generation
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